CAN in Automation organizes a CiA 447 meeting. The intention is to review the existing specifications and to set the work plan for further development.

The meeting will give overview about the existing solution for taxi, blue-light vehicles e.g. police cars, and vehicles for people with special needs.

International standardization in regard to telematics and firefighting trucks references the CiA 447 specification and may have additional requirements.

Police forces are having strong requirements in regard to cybersecurity due to their nature as part of the critical infrastructure. It is intended to in cooperate those into the specification series.

Date, time, and location

October 12, 2022 from 10:00 to 16:00, in Nuremberg, Germany

Agenda

- Welcome and introduction (Thilo Schumann, CiA)
- Firefighting and telematics requirements (Holger Zeltwanger, CiA)
- CiA 447 review (Olaf Pfeiffer, EmSA)
- Cybersecurity requirements for CiA 447 (Klaus Pfitzner, Bavaria police forces)
- Open discussion, workplan, and next steps

The agenda and speakers is subject to change.

Audience

Technical managers; System and device designers in the field of car and truck add-on devices

Registration

For participation please contact: secretary@can-cia.org